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We fabricated three-dimensional disordered Pb-Cu granular structures, with various metal compositions.
The typical grain size of both metals is smaller than the superconductor–normal metal coherence lengths, thus
satisfying the Cooper limit. The critical temperature of the samples was measured and compared with the
critical temperature of bilayers. We show how the proximity effect theories, developed for bilayers, can be
modified for random mixtures, and we demonstrate that our experimental data fit well the de Gennes weak-
coupling limit theory in the Cooper limit. Our results indicate that, in granular structures, the Cooper limit can
be satisfied over a wide range of concentrations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superconductivity in granular mixture films was exten-
sively studied, both experimentally and theoretically, in the
framework of the percolation theory.1,2 It was demonstrated
that for a random mixture of granular superconducting and
insulating materials the superconductor-insulator transition
occurs at the percolation thresholdPC, and the critical cur-
rent of such systems vanishes atPC.1

When grains of the superconducting material are large
enough, their intragranular critical temperature is not af-
fected by the proximity of the insulator component and re-
mains close to the bulk value both above3 and below4 the
percolation threshold. The macroscopic transition tempera-
ture can be reduced due to a gradual suppression of the in-
tergranular Josephson coupling across the metal-insulator
transition.5

Other studies considered the percolation and electronic
properties of YBaCuO-normal metal compounds.6 It was
shown that in such samples the transition temperature is ba-
sically not affected as long as there is an infinite percolating
cluster of superconducting components. It is important to
emphasize that the size of the YbaCuO grains was larger than
j. However, the random mixture with the opposite relation-
ship, namely, withj.d has never been investigated.

Random mixture films composed of a type 1 supercon-
ductor and a normal metal have never been investigated to
the best of our knowledge. For such systems one would ex-
pect that the intrinsic intragranular superconductor transition
temperature would be strongly affected by the presence of
the normal metal due to the proximity effect. Thus far the
proximity effect was investigated in bilayers and multilayers
of superconductingsSd and normalsNd materials, where the
variation ofTC was studied as a function of the normal metal
to superconductor thickness ratiotN/ tS. Theoretical expres-
sions for both weakly7,8 and strongly9 coupled superconduct-
ors were derived for the dependence ofTC on tN/ tS in the
so-called Cooper limit, where the typical thickness of both
the N andS regions are smaller than the relevant coherence
length, jN,S. A number of experiments were performed in
order to determineTC for different superconducting and nor-
mal metal bilayers, such as Pb-Cu,10–13 Pb-Ag,14,15 and

Nb-Cu.16 The published experimental results forTC in
Pb-CusRefs. 10–12d bilayers are higher than those predicted
by the theory of weak-coupling superconductors8 and could
be better fitted to the theoretical expression for the strong-
coupling case,9 or by modifying the weak-coupling formula
by introducing a finite transparency of the barrier at the
interface.13

Recent investigation of the proximity effect in the thin,
multilayered structure of Pb-AgsRef. 14d also favored the
theory of the proximity effect as derived for the strongly
coupled superconductor; however, the agreement was poor
for ultrathin films. There was also an attempt to fit the ob-
served variation ofTC in Pb-Ag films to the theory of the
weak-coupling limit with a fitting parameter, taking into ac-
count the degradation ofTC in the Pb grains due to the finite-
size effects.15

In this paper we show how the theories developed for
superconductor–normal metal bilayers can be modified for
random mixtures, and we demonstrate that our experimental
data for Pb-Cu samples fit the weak-coupling limit theory
very well. The appropriate parameter influencingTC in ran-
dom mixturesswith typical grain-sized!jN,Sd is the ratio of
volume concentrationsPN/PS=PN/ s1−PNd rather thantN/ tS.
We argue that for fine grains of both superconductors and
normal metals, the Cooper limit is satisfied over a wide range
of volume concentrations and, in contrast to a bilayer system,
is not only limited to very thin films.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION

Four terminal geometry samples were prepared with a
standard photolithography technique. Gold Ohmic contacts
were evaporated using ane-gun. Then the substrate was
transferred to the sputtering chamber and pumped to below
10−6 Torr. Samples were prepared by the cosputtering of Pb
and Cu on the substrate. The sputtering target was composed
of 16 pieces each made of either Pb or Cu. Such an arrange-
ment allowed us to change the volume concentrations in the
samples by varying the ratio of Pb and Cu pieces in the
target. Volume concentrations could also be altered by the
sputtering power. The total thickness of the Pb-Cu mixture
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films was about 100 nm. A 50 nm protective layer of Ge was
evaporatedin situ on top of the films. Energy-dispersive
spectroscopysEDSd x-ray analysis was performed for each
sample in order to determine the chemical composition and
ratio of volume concentration,PN/PS=PN/ s1−PNd. Trans-
port measurements were preformed in an He4 cryostat and
dilution refrigerator. A standard ac lock-in technique was
used in these measurements.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Figure 1 shows transmission electron microscopesTEMd
micrographs of a typical Pb-Cu film. As is evident from this
figure, our films are composed of randomly spread Pb and
Cu grains. The Pb grains are somewhat larger than the Cu
grains, yet all grains are smaller than coherence lengths
sjN,Sù30 nmd thus satisfying the Cooper limit. Bright-field
measurements that were taken indicate that samples are ho-
mogeneous.

X-ray diffraction sXRDd was used for material-structure
characterization. XRD patterns were collected with CuKa

radiation on the Scintagu-u powder diffractometer, equipped
with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Ge solid-state detector. Unal-
tered patterns of immiscible Pb and Cu elements were super-
imposed on the XRD diffractogram, indicating that the
grains of different samples are of equal purity.

Figure 2 shows the superconducting transition curves
for four samples with different normal metal concentrations.
The resistance values are normalized to the respective values
at TC0=7.2 K. The superconductor transitions are rather
sharp and quite smooth, indicating the homogeneity of the
samples. In contrast to the superconductor-insulator mix-
tures,TC is strongly affected by the variation of the concen-
tration of the superconducting component. Similar to the
behavior observed in bilayers,TC is strongly reduced from
its bulk value,TC0, even at concentrations with an infinite
cluster of Pb percolating from one side of the sample to the
other.

As will become clear from our discussion below the
appropriate parameter describing the degradation ofTC in
the Cooper limit for our granular mixture films is the relative
volume concentrationPN/ s1−PNd, rather thantN/ tS used
for bilayers. The variation ofTC versusPN/ s1−PNd is shown
in Fig. 3. Tc has been defined as the temperature at which
resistance reaches either 1%ssquaresd or 50% strianglesd
of the normal-state values. Figure 3 indicates once more
that the transitions are rather sharp and that the precise
way we define our critical temperature is not important.
However, in the Appendix we shall show that in such
granular films it is appropriate to define the critical tempera-
ture as the temperature at which the samples attain zero
resistance.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

It is well known1,2 that many properties of random mix-
tures are successfully described by percolation theory. Ex-
perimentally, such systems were usually investigated for nor-
mal metal-insulator or superconductor-insulator mixtures,

FIG. 1. TEM micrographs of a typical granular Pb-Cu film.sad
Pb dark-field micrograph.sbd Cu dark-field micrograph.

FIG. 2. Normalized resistanceR/R0 as a function of tempera-
ture, for typical granular Pb-Cu samples with different volume con-
centrations.R0 is the resistance at 7.2 K.
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critical behavior was observed near the percolation threshold
fC, and the appropriate critical exponents for the critical cur-
rent, critical magnetic field, etc. were determined. It should
be mentioned that the critical temperature of the
superconductor-insulator film was not affected considerably
by the proximity to fC and remained quite close to the
bulk value of the superconductor as long as there existed an
infinite superconductor cluster atf . fC. One of the
most important parameters in the percolation problem is the
correlation length,jP, which sets the homogeneity scale of
the percolation network. On the length scaleL above jP,
all the physical properties are assumed to be scale indepen-
dent and vary only with the concentrationP of the insulator
or superconductor. For the superconductor proximity
effect, the percolation of the infinite cluster is irrelevant since
the electrons are no longer confined to the superconductor
clusters but rather diffused into the normal metal via
Andreev reflections at the superconductor–normal metal in-
terface. We conject that the proximity effect in the random-
mixture films could be described as being similar to bilayers
in the Cooper limit, provided that in all regions of sizejN
and jS there is a finite concentration of normal metalPs0
, P,1d. The latter requirement is analogous to the Cooper
limit criterion for bilayers ssee further discussion in the
Appendixd.

First we would like to compare our experimental
data with the published data for Pb-Cu bilayers, by Z.
Ovadyahuet al.11 By courtesy of the authors we reproduce
this data in Fig. 4 together with our data. One can clearly
see that our experimental points in the entire range of
volume concentrations lie well below the values obtained
for the bilayer system. One of the reasons could be that
the published data for the bilayers does not satisfy the
Cooper limit criterion; however, it is very unlikely since
the authors claimed that the thickness used for Cu and Pb
were smaller by at least a factor of 3 than the relevant

coherence lengths. Another reason could be that the interface
between the Cu and Pb obtained in a sequential deposition
of the materials was partially oxidized and therefore
had lower transparency than the interfaces between the
grains obtained during the cosputtering of our samples. In-
deed, the low-transparency interface between the supercon-
ductor and normal metal was considered in several
publications13,17,18and it was demonstrated that the suppres-
sion of the critical temperature was weaker for less transpar-
ent interfaces.

In order to compare our data with the theories for the
bilayers we plotted in Fig. 4 two theoretical curves8,9 for
different limits of superconducting electron-phonon coupling
constantsl,

l.1:lns1.453 TCd =
lSlnQS+ lNlnQNasPN/PSd

lS+ lNasPN/PSd

−
lS+ 1 + slN + 1dasPN/PSd
lS− m + slN − mdasPN/Psd

, s1d

l , , 1:ln
Tc

1.14QS
= −

1 + asPN/PSd
sNSs0dVd

, a = sNN/NSd, s2d

where PN,S are the normal metal and superconducting vol-
ume concentrations,l is the coupling constant,m is thesre-
pulsived Coulomb coupling constant,Q the Debye tempera-
ture, Ns0d the density of states at the Fermi level,V the
attractive potential, anda the ratio of density of states of the
normal and superconductor materials.

Both theoretical curves are calculated for the following
microscopic parameters:9,14 QPb=102 K, QCu=343 K,
m=0.13, lCu=0.15, lPb=1.013, andNPbs0dV=0.36. The last
two parameters were obtained by postingPCu/ s1−PCud=0 in
both formulas and comparing it with the bulk value critical

FIG. 3. Critical temperatureTC versus relative volume concen-
tration PCu/ s1−PCud. The squares and triangles represent critical
temperatures extracted from the temperatures at which the resis-
tance attained 1% and 50% of the normal-state resistance,
respectively.

FIG. 4. Critical temperature versus relative volume concentra-
tion. The squares and triangles represent our points and those of Z.
Ovadyahuet al.,11 respectively. The solid and dashed lines represent
the weaksRef. 8d and strong-couplingsRef. 9d limits, respectively.
In the theoretical expressions and bilayer datasRef. 11d the ratio
tN/ tS was replaced byPN/ s1−PNd.
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temperature. Using the relationN~me3n1/3, whereme
* is

the electron effective mass andn is the free electron density,
we calculateda to be 0.52.19

Although lead is assumed to be a strongly coupled super-
conductor, our data points only deviate slightly from the
curve of the weakly coupled limit. To the best of our knowl-
edge all the reported experimental results for Pb-Cu
bilayers10–12 favor the strong-coupling expression and, more
generally, no published experimental data for Pb and a nor-
mal metal follow the weak-coupling expression closely,14 un-
less a fitting parameter is used.13,15

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we demonstrated that three-dimensional
granular mixture films are unique systems for investigating
the superconducting proximity effect in a wide range of rela-
tive volume concentrations. We argue that in such systems
the Cooper limit is satisfied without any limitation on
the total thickness of the film, provided that grains of both
constituents composing the mixture are really fine, namely
dS,N!jS,N. Moreover, the high quality of the interface ob-
tained during the cosputtering guarantees ideal electronic
transmission, which is usually assumed in the existing theo-
retical models. We would like to emphasize that our data are
in reasonably good agreementswithout any fitting param-
etersd with the expression derived for the weak-coupling
limit.
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APPENDIX

The purpose of this appendix is to show that the proper
factor which describes the decrease ofTC in our granular
films is the relative volume concentrationPN/ s1−PNd, rather
than tN/ tS used for bilayers, to determine this factor in the
more general case and to illustrate thatTC should be defined
as the temperature at which the film reaches zero resistance.

Let us divide our sample into cubic cells of linear dimen-
sion j(j=jS=jNd. Since j is finite, each cell will have a
slightly different concentration of normal metalP. The frac-
tion of cells having concentrationP can be described by a
normal distribution functionNkPl,ssPd, where kPl is the
samples’ average of normal metal concentration ands2 its
variance which depends onj /d. Each cell will have its own
critical temperature,TC determined by the localP of the cell,

independent of theTC of the neighboring cells, because the
correlations between the superconducting properties of each
cell vanish rapidly over distances exceeding the coherence
lengthj. This implies that theTC of a cell can be calculated
using Eq.s1d or Eq. s2d where P/ s1−Pd is substituted in-
stead oftN/ tS.

At a given temperatureT, the volume fraction of the
sample that is in the superconducting state can be obtained
from f—the fraction of the superconducting cells,

f =E
0

PsTd

NkPl,ssPddP, sA1d

where the upper limit of integration is the concentration
of normal metal for a cell that becomes superconducting atT.
At a certain fractionfC spercolation thresholdd of supercon-
ducting cells the sample will be spanned with a supercon-
ducting cluster and its resistance will vanish.fC should
not be confused withPc since they describe different perco-
lation networks—the first being a network of cubic cells with
linear dimensionsj and the latter being a network of grains
with typical dimensionsd. Therefore theTC of the entire
sample will be determined by aPsTCd such that f = fC,
namely,

fC =E
0

PsTd

NkPl,ssPddP. sA2d

Actually the degradation ofTC in Figs. 3 and 4 should have
been plotted versusPsTCd / f1−PsTCdg and not versus
kPl / s1−kPld. Below, however, we demonstrate that in our
case the relative deviation ofPsTCd from kPl is negligible.
Indeed, the integral in Eq.sA2d can be estimated by the well
known error function,

1 − 2fC = erfH kPl − PsTd
Î2s

J . sA3d

Using Eq.sA3d and known values offC from percolation
theory we estimate the relative shift ofPsTCd for three dif-
ferent cases.

s1d A two-dimensional sample, namely,jùh sh is the
total film thicknessd—the percolation theory predicts
fC=0.5 and since erfs0d=0, we obtainPsTCd=kPl

s2d A three-dimensional sample, namely,j!h—the per-
colation theory predictsfC=0.16. Using published tables for
the error function and substitutings in terms ofkPl andj /d
into Eq. sA3d we get

kPl − PsTCd

kPl
< Sd

j
D3/2Î1 − kPl

kPl
. sA4d

So, for kPl smaller than 0.44, the relative shift ofPsTCd
exceeds 10%.

s3d In our samples the ratioh/j is smaller than 3. The
percolation theory predicts thatfC of such a sample is about
0.38 sRef. 20d and in this case,
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kPl − PsTCd

kPl
< 0.3Sd

j
D3/2Î1 − kPl

kPl
. sA5d

The relative deviation ofPsTCd from kPl will exceed 10%
only for samples withkPl smaller than 0.07. Only two of our
samples havekPl smaller than 0.07 and for these samples we
calculate the absolute shift and find it to be about 0.005
which is smaller than the accuracy of the concentration mea-
surement.

We assumed here, for simplicity, thatj is constant. It is
well known however, thatjsTd varies asjsTd,s1/ÎTd8, hence

the relative deviation ofPsTCd from kPl in Eq. sA5d is re-
duced due to two reasons: first, the numerical factor is re-
duced due to dimensionality crossover and eventually van-
ishes atjsTdùh, and second, the ratiofd/jsTdg becomes
smaller at lower temperatures.

We conclude that, for our films, the temperature in which
the sample attains zero resistance can be approximated by
formulass1d ands2d derived for bilayers, replacingtN/ tS with
kPl / s1−kPld. However, for three-dimensional samples and
somewhat larger grains, the fluctuations of the concentration
could be important, and thereforekPl should be replaced
with PsTCd as in Eqs.sA2d and sA3d.
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